
Kleinman's 

released across America

The collection is sparse , yet revealing and intimate. It explores 
how love and jazz intertwine, breaking through with the howl of 
horns, the guttural bang of drums, quick time change and 
improvisation and exposing the music of the body. 
 

Loren said of this second edition of the collection, “Finding the 
spirit of the time, experience and music that inspired me when I 
initially created this collection has been a revealing experience. 
This second edition uses the experiences I have gained in the 
last few years to continue to show that even as the body ages, its 
desire and need to dance to the many songs it creates does not 
diminish. I'm very excited to have had the opportunity to work 
with The Only RX Press to make this edition, and the evolution of 
my vision, possible.”
  

Sarah Fay, advisory editor at the Paris Review, said of the 
collection: “The poems in Flamenco Sketches are primarily 
concerned with the human body and how the external world 
plays upon it. Here, we glimpse an alternate reality, one that is 
both striking and tender. These poems are sung in the powerful 
voice of one who is ultimately searching for a better 
understanding of how to live.”
  

Flamenco Sketches 

Flemenco Sketches

Award winning poet Loren Kleinman, one of the brightest 
stars in contemporary American poetry, has released the 
second edition of her award-winning debut collection, 
Flamenco Sketches.
 

 
2nd Edition

is published by The Only RX Press and is 
available to buy from her website, lorenkleinman.com, along with 
her second collection The Dark Cave Between My Ribs and Indie 

Authors Naked. 

 

Excerpt from 
“Something For Your Arms I"

Sometimes silence settles and stays so strong—

a thick blanket resting upon our backs
enshrouds us within this place, buried corpse.

Our lips fold underneath a stucco canopy,
My mind exploding delirium;

it is so easy to find comfort here,
against your lips pulsing love sick love sick.

Links:
Book Flamenco Sketches

Amazon Author Page

Twitter

Facebook Page

Website

Tumblr

Huffington Post

IndieReader

Interviews with 
Loren are 
available and 
photographs 
can be 
provided, as 
well as 
electronic 
reviewer copies 
of Flamenco Sketches. Please get 
in touch.
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